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Welcome | News

Astrographic telescope
named after Annie Maunder

Contents

vatory Greenwich has been named after
Irish astronomer and mathematician
Annie Maunder (1868-1947). It is one
of several new instruments at the
observatory, which has been recently
reopened as a site of active astronomical research after a 60-year hiatus.
Maunder began her astronomical career in 1891, joining the Royal
Observatory as a ‘lady computer’ in the
solar photography department. With her
husband Walter, she went on to make

Editorial

vations, contributing original research

author of The Heavens and their Story

To commemorate the 2018 centenary
of women’s suffrage in the UK, this
issue features a collection of articles on
women in the history of science.
Our cover feature, by outgoing BSHS
President Patricia Fara, explores the lives
and careers of doctors Flora Murray and
Louisa Garrett Anderson, who founded
Endell Street Military Hospital in London
during the First World War.
Then follows a pair of articles on
nuclear physics. Jessamyn Fairfield introduces the women of the Manhattan Project, while Juliane Borchert profiles Lise
Meitner, who refused to join the Project
but on whose research it was based.
Taking us to 17th-century England,
Kathryn Shaw discusses early modern
‘monstrous’ births, focusing on the case
of Mary Waterman, a mother of conjoined twins. Then Elizabeth Bruton and
Graeme Gooday investigate the role of
women in the history of engineering.
Catherine Booth puts an illustration
by botanist Elizabeth Blackwell ‘Under
the Microscope’, and, lastly, we interview
incoming BSHS President Tim Boon.
We hope you enjoy the new look. You
can let us know what you think by email
or on Twitter @BSHSViewpoint.
Contributions to the next issue should
be emailed, by 15 December 2018, to
viewpoint@bshs.org.uk.

on the sun’s cycles of activity.

(1908), co-authored with her husband.

Hazel Blair, Editor
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Above Annie Maunder, astronomer.

several significant astronomical obser-

Much of Maunder’s work was credited

The Annie Maunder Astrographic

to Walter and her contributions to British

Telescope (AMAT) will be used to

science are still being recognised. She

observe our sun, solar system, and

resigned from her position at Greenwich

beyond. The revamped observatory will

upon marriage in 1895, but continued to

be made accessible to researchers,

research and was credited as primary

amateurs, and schoolchildren. •

Women in HSTM Podcasts
Keen to hear more about women in
science, medicine, and technology?
Then subscribe to one of the
podcasts being produced
by historians and
scientists dedicated to histories

STEMFatale is another excellent
series, which looks at the lives of
historic and current women in HSTM,
including organic chemist
Dr Asima Chatterjee,
the first woman in
India to recieve

of women in

a doctorate in

HSTM.

science.

Lady Science
is an online
magazine about
women and gender in the history
and popular culture of
science. The Lady Science

Superwomen
in Science looks
at a wide range of
women’s scientific
endeavours, from
arts research to STEM
fields, and, finallly, Femmes

podcast covers topics from trans and

of STEM was founded to battle the

queer histories of science, to technol-

myth that women and minorities are

ogy and women’s labour.

newcomers to science. •
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Conference Report: ‘Global
Mountains’ at Cambridge

BSHS President: Science
Museum’s Tim Boon

ars gathered in Cambridge to critically
analyse mountains as sites and scales
for global histories.
Image: Min Jung Kim

The ‘Global Mountains’ conference
was a great success. The substantial
audience listened and responded to 11
talks spread across five panels covering mountain environments, mountain
politics, mountain societies, mountain
imaginaries, and mountain sciences.
These presentations took us from
16th-century South America to 21st-century North Korea, and from concepts of
ice as vibrant matter to mountains as
spaces of religious ritual. Although geographically and chronologically diverse,
the talks proved to have substantial
thematic overlaps.
The keynote speaker, Bernard Debarbieux from the University of Geneva,
gave a fascinating and generous paper
(pictured) that integrated other presenters’ findings alongside a deep examination of knowledge of mountains, from
19th-century discussions of Humboldtian science to contemporary political
activism in relation to mountain spaces
and climate.
The BSHS’s funding enabled substantial participation from early career scholars and graduate students, who made up
a large portion of the audience as well
as seven of the speakers. A notable and
welcome feature of the conference was
the development across the two days
of lines of conversation during lengthy
discussion portions built into each panel,
building off pre-circulated papers. ECRs
and students were every bit as active in
these sessions as tenured academics.
Among the core themes that emerged
during the conference were: the gendered and racial dimensions of upland
spaces and activities; the multivalent
forms of resistance that mountains

provide to external powerholders and
forms of modern intervention; verticality as related to scientific practice
and knowledge of the natural world;
and the importance of multiple – and
often unexpected – agents in creating
‘global’ connections and structures. The
participants have already begun to share
plans for continuing collaborative work
to explore these and other discussion
points in the future.
Another key point of debate, picked
up on especially in the roundtable that
concluded the conference, was interdisciplinarity, and the way that studying
mountains invites and even necessitates
diverse approaches. The conference
featured anthropologists, geographers,
and cultural studies scholars, as well as

Tim Boon, former BSHS Vice-President and Head of Research and
Public Policy at the Science Museum
Group, has taken over from Patricia
Fara as BSHS President.
The BSHS thanks Patrica for her
dedication to the Society since she
took up her presidency in 2016.
Turn to p. 15 for our interview with
Tim, and to learn about his ambitions for the Society and HSTM. •

Marie Curie voted world’s
most significant woman
Marie Skłodowska-Curie has been
voted the most significant woman
in history in a poll conducted by
BBC History Magazine, which
published a shortlist of ‘100 women
who changed the world’, chosen by
10 experts. The magazine asked its
readers to help rank the nominees.
Born in Poland in 1867, Curie was
a pioneer of radiation research. She
was nominated by Patricia Fara,
outgoing President of the British
Society for the History of Science.
‘[Curie] boasts an extrordinary
array of achievements,’ says Fara.
‘She was the first woman to win
a Nobel Prize, first female professor
at the University of Paris, and
the first person – note the use of
person there, not woman – to win a
second Nobel Prize.’ •

historians and historians of science.
While questions were inevitably raised
about constructively combining methodologies, the shared benefits of using
mountains as scales was readily apparent. In particular, conversations continue
as to how considering uplands spaces
as distinctive from the more populous
and historiographically dense lowlands
might lead to productive new research
questions across disciplines.
On behalf of all the participants at
Global Mountains, we would like to
express our sincere thanks to the Society
for its generosity. •
Tom Simpson &
Lachlan Fleetwood
University of Cambridge

Society’s Postgraduate
Conference 2019
The 2019 BSHS Postgraduate
Conference will be hosted by
Cambridge University’s Department
of History and Philosophy of Science
between 10 and 12 April.
This annual event provides a
friendly environment for graduate
researchers to present their work.
Graduate students working in any
area of the history and philosophy
of science, medicine, and
technology, or a related field, should
submit abstracts for 20-minute
papers by 9 November 2018.
For the full CfA, see: www.
bshs.org.uk/bshs-postgraduateconference-2019-cfa. •
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In July, an international group of schol-
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Equality Matters: Endell Street
Hospital in the First World War
Patricia Fara explores the wartime history of a London hospital staffed entirely by women.

D

uring the First World War, a journalist waiting to interview a female
doctor eavesdropped on two patients:

Said one of them: ‘Yes, I always come to
her in spite of the distance: I like her. She
is such a womanly woman, is she not?’ To
which the other replied: ‘Yes, I suppose so,
but what I like about her is that she really
gets me well quickly.’
They were articulating a fundamental
dilemma that remains relevant: does
achieving professional equality demand
that men and women behave identically?
The war offered some unprecedented
opportunities. Previously, most medical
schools had refused to admit women, worrying that their presence might distract
the men or (a frightening possibility)
they might get higher marks. ‘Don’t tell
people you are at college,’ warned an elder
brother, ‘and for heaven’s sake, don’t tell
the chaps that you are taking your cases in
4

midwifery. There is something indecent
about a girl studying in midwifery.’
Segregated for dissections, anatomy
classes, and ward rounds, even after qualifying, female doctors were paid less, were
obliged to resign if they married, and contemplated two main options: being ‘sent
as a missionary physician to the heathen
or limited to a practice exclusively among
women and children.’
Some doctors flouted War Office advice
by setting up hospitals abroad. Patients
reported that once they had recovered
from the initial surprise, they appreciated
being cared for entirely by women. A soldier’s letter from France was reproduced
in the national press: ‘I got hit by a shell
bursting over our trench – in the face,
neck and shoulder. I am in one of the very
best of hospitals – a ladies’ hospital. Lady
doctors do all the work – no men at all, so
you can guess I am all right.’
Two female doctors became particularly
famous in wartime Britain – the surgeon

Louisa Garrett Anderson and her longterm companion, the physician Flora
Murray, both militant suffragettes. After
they converted a central Paris hotel into
an all-woman hospital, the Army invited
them to repeat this successful initiative by
taking over an old London workhouse.

Deeds not words

Located close to the railway stations
bringing in wounded soldiers, their Endell
Street Hospital was an extraordinary
institution. Funded by the Royal Army
Medical Corps, it treated around 26,000
patients before closing in 1919, with
female staff hailing from the Dominions,
the United States of America, and all
over Britain. Overtly political, its official
motto – ‘Deeds not Words’ – was borrowed
from the suffragette movement, which also
provided money. A Punch cartoon of 1915
caricatured Anderson, a former militant,
talking to an injured guardsman in a hospital bed, wondering where she has seen him

SUFFRAGETTE SURGEONS

had the right not only to hurt them, but
also – like their military superiors – to
discipline them for breaking petty regulations or pretending to be more sick
than they really were. Women had not
only taken over their peacetime jobs in
factories and farms, but were also caring
for them as if they were children.

March of the women

Above Louisa Garett Anderson.
Opposite page Flora Murray discharges
patients from the hospital, c.1915.

In the intimate surroundings of a
hospital ward, gender stereotypes were
challenged. Brought down from their
heroic role as brave soldiers defending
the nation, male patients were dependent
not only on feminine nurturing but also
on women’s physical strength. Prescribed
occupational therapy, they found themselves carrying out traditionally female

“

Anderson and
Murray chose
an unwomanly
career, yet
they fulfilled
conventional
expectations.
tasks such as knitting, embroidery, or
making woolly rabbits. Turning to each
other for moral support, some wounded
men developed close and caring relationships that were not necessarily sexual, but
that conformed to feminine expectations
of behaviour. Some patients resented
being under the control of women who

When the House of Lords gave women
over 30 the vote in 1918, there was
great excitement at Endell Street. The
courtyard was decorated with flags, the
doctors wore their academic gowns over
their uniforms, and the staff joined a
large crowd singing the suffrage anthem,
‘March of the Women.’ But although
female doctors rejoiced, for many of them
it seemed still more important that they
be treated as fully-fledged professionals.
Above all, they insisted on equal pay for
equal work, arguing that accepting lower
salaries would result in lower prestige.
In 1928, when London medical schools
wanted to resume their former status as
male-only institutions, one justification
was that 50% of qualified female doctors
never practised because they got married.
One doctor who had spent the war on
the Eastern Front despatched an angry
rejoinder to the Times, pointing out that
the obvious solution was not to ban women but to remove the marriage embargo.
Surely, she retorted, ‘the wonderful thing
is that so many continue to work in spite
of the difficulties put in their way.’
Naturally, there were internal conflicts:
just because they were all women did not
mean that these doctors held identical
points of view. Whereas younger ones
regarded gender as irrelevant – technical
competence was what mattered – others
maintained that they had a dual role as
both women and doctors. In 1929, Dr
Ethel Bentham wondered if there were
‘still useful work for separate organizations
– political or professional – of men and
women?’ Like many others, that question
remains unresolved today, but as President
of the BSHS from 2016-18, I have tried to
encourage open debate on these complex
matters of equality. •
Patricia Fara
University of Cambridge

Based on ch. 13 of Fara’s A Lab of One’s
Own: Science and Suffrage in the First
World War (2018), which has full references.

Images: Public Domain

before. ‘Well, Mum,’ he replies, ‘bygones be
bygones. I was a police constable.’
Anderson and Murray wanted to prove
that women could work as professionally
as men – but they also insisted that
women’s medicine would be different.
Somehow, they found time to organise
weekly educational sessions, encouraging
the staff to become good citizens by learning about famous women. In conventional
military hospitals, officers were cared for
by four times as many nurses as ordinary
soldiers, but in Endell Street, treatment
was equal: officers and privates lay side by
side in the same wards. In her scrapbook,
Murray preserved a cutting from the
Tatler, which praised ‘the noble ladies who
manage the Suffragette hospital in Endell
Street. They are men in the best sense
of that word, and yet women in the best
sense of that word also.’
More familiar with paediatrics and
obstetrics than trauma surgery, these
women coped with lacerated abdomens,
gas gangrene, broken limbs and skulls.
Unsurprisingly, their relationships with
Army personnel were tense (‘Good God!
Women’ exclaimed one disgusted colonel,
‘what difficulties you will have’) so they
used suffrage networks to recruit volunteers
and sympathetic staff. They ‘had this drilled
into us: you not only have to do a good job
but you have to do a superior job. What
would be accepted from a man will not be
accepted from a woman. You have got to
do better.’ The all-female medical team
devised and tested new treatments – notably a money-saving antiseptic paste that
reduced the frequency with which surgical
bandages had to be painfully changed – and
published seven papers in the male-dominated Lancet on war-related injuries.
Anderson and Murray chose an unwomanly career, yet in other ways, they fulfilled
conventional expectations. Naming their
wards after female saints, they brightened the rooms with fresh flowers and
coloured blankets, and provided theatrical
performances, sports events and a large
library. Anderson spelt out her maternal
approach. ‘After all,’ she said, ‘if you have
found out the way to treat children – what
toys they like, what they like for tea, and
what frightens them when going to an
operation – you have gone a great way to
find out how to run a military hospital
[with] 550 large babies requiring a great
deal of care, a great deal of understanding,
and a certain amount of treatment.’
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NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Science at the End of the World:
The Women of Nuclear Physics
Jessamyn Fairfield explores the lesser-known contributions of women to the Manhattan
Project. Then, overleaf, Juliane Borchert expands on the scientific career of Lise Meitner.

I

t is one thing to use science to better
understand the world, another to fear
the world itself is crumbling all around
you. And yet the scientists who were
pursuing research during World War II
must have felt both these things keenly, as
the Great Powers became embroiled in the
second major war in a generation.
Against this backdrop, scientific
advances were about to become very
important to the course of the war, and
the public perception of science was about
to be changed indelibly. Researchers
in Europe and the United States were
digging to the heart of nuclear fission, an
understanding of how the nuclei at the
heart of atoms could split, changing into
other elements in a naturally-occurring
process. Fission was also thought to release
an unheard of amount of energy, which in
wartime led to one obvious thought: was it
possible to use fission to build a bomb?

Image: Public Domain / Google-LIFE Photo Archive

The Project

“

After a report from the UK was shared
with the US Army, which coordinated
the results of a series of secret conferences
to discuss the possibility of a fission
bomb and how it might be designed,
the Army Corps of Engineers launched
what was called ‘the Manhattan Project’.
Major General Leslie Groves was put
in charge, and appointed as scientific
director Robert Oppenheimer, an expert
in neutron collisions at the University of
California Berkeley (the only university
with a particle accelerator powerful
enough to make plutonium, which
had been recently discovered in 1941).
Oppenheimer’s first task was to find a
suitable location to build a lab where a
fission bomb could be designed, built, and
eventually tested.

Opposite The famous photo of the ‘Trinity’
nuclear test taken by Jack W Aeby, a civilian
worker at Los Alamos labratory, on 16 July
1945. This is the only known well-exposed
colour photograph of the explosion.

As a child, Oppenheimer suffered
from tuberculosis and recovered at the
Los Alamos Ranch School in the New
Mexico mountains. Far from any major
settlements, this location seemed ideal to
Oppenheimer and he suggested it as the
main site for the Manhattan Project. The
land at Los Alamos was purchased by the
US government in late 1942, with scientific
work beginning there in 1943. Initially
General Groves had imagined a military
installation, with the scientists in uniforms
and posted away from their families. But
key scientists balked at uniforms and many
wished to bring their families with them.
The Los Alamos scientists, working in
secret, are often considered a boys’ club,
plus wives. Yet even in wartime, and facing
prejudice their male counterparts did not,

Women made
huge scientific
contributions to
the success of
the Manhattan
Project.

women made huge scientific contributions
to the success of the Manhattan Project.
The physicist whose work set the scene
for the development of the fission bomb,
though she would not have wished it, was
Austrian-born Lise Meitner. Working in
pre-war Germany, she and long-time collaborator Otto Hahn developed the theory
and the experimental understanding of
nuclear fission. But Meitner was uprooted
from Germany due to the Nuremberg laws
and her Jewish heritage, and she was forced

to flee to Stockholm to continue her work.
Her German-based colleagues left
her name off several key papers, fearing
repercussions from the Nazi authorities.
And so the Nobel Prize for Physics in
1944 was then awarded to Meitner’s main
collaborator, Otto Hahn, for the discovery of nuclear fission. Although the Nobel
committee later revealed that the complications of wartime and the difficulty
of assessing interdisciplinary work had
contributed to Meitner’s omission from
the prize, the US Army had recognized
her contribution and invited her to join
the Manhattan Project. Her experimental
and theoretical insight had clearly been
critical, and she was no longer ensnared in
Nazi Germany as Hahn was. But Meitner
refused to join the Project, saying ‘I will
have nothing to do with a bomb!’ Her
advancement of the theory of nuclear
fission was, nevertheless, critical to the
Project’s success.

Lilli Hornig

Among the women who did join
the Project was Lilli Hornig, a Czech
chemist who specialized in the newly
discovered element plutonium. She had
a master’s degree from Harvard when
the Manhattan Project began and came
to Los Alamos married to an explosives
scientist, having been told that anyone
with a chemistry background would be
welcomed on board.
Upon arrival, however, Hornig was
offered a typing job, and was only permitted to work on plutonium chemistry
after saying she did not know how to
type. Hornig was moved to the explosives
group once lab management realised
the intense radioactivity of plutonium
might cause reproductive damage. ‘I tried
delicately to point out that they might be
more susceptible than I was; that didn’t
go over well,’ she said in an interview
with Manhattan Project Voices (a public
archive of oral histories). ››
7

Lise Meitner: the perpetual physics pioneer
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In 1907, aged 29, Lise Meitner was ready to
leave Vienna, where she had been raised by
her Jewish-Austrian parents. Her father had
been the first Jewish student to be permitted
to study law at the University of Vienna, and
upon graduating he went on to establish
his own law firm in the city. By the time his
daughter was grown and leaving home, she
too had earned academic honours. But Lise’s
gender, in addition to her Jewish heritage,
made her successes much harder won.
Schooling for girls in 19th-century Austria
ended at age 14, but Meitner – eager to
continue learning – found a private tutor
who helped her prepare for more advanced
school testing. She worked hard, passing
her exams and obtaining her diploma as
an external examinee at a boys’ school.
With this in hand, she was able to enrol at
the University of Vienna, where she studied
physics and maths, but also botany, pedagogy, and philosophy.
Meitner graduated in 1905 with a doctorate
in physics, which she earned for her halfexperimental, half-theoretical thesis studying
‘heat conduction in an inhomogeneous
body’. It was unlikely that a woman would
receive a paid position in the university’s
physics department, but Meitner continued
to research unpaid at the University of Vienna
and wrote several publications on different
types of radiation and their properties, while
also applying for research positions in industry and at the University of Gießen. These job
searches were unsuccessful, and it became
more and more questionable whether she
would ever find work as a physicist.

Around the same time, Max Planck (18581947) came to Vienna to give a guest lecture,
and Meitner was so fascinated by his work
that she decided to move to Berlin for a few
semesters to attend his course in theoretical
physics. She asked her father for money and
moved, at the same time leaving Judaism to
be baptised in the German Protestant Church.
Berlin was the bustling capital of Prussia
and its university, while only 100 years old,
was full of prominent scientists. Prussia did
not yet allow women to attend university, but
because Lise Meitner already had a degree
she was able to participate informally in
Max Planck’s lectures. She did very well and
soon became Plank’s assistant, pursuing her
research into radiation.
Meitner then began to collaborate with
Berlin chemist Otto Hahn (1879-1968), but the
university’s Head of Chemistry, Emil Fischer
(1852-1919), enforced rules that barred
women from his department. Meitner was
not allowed to enter the main building and
was forced to use a back entrance into the
cellar laboratory. For years she was an unpaid
‘visitor’ in Otto Hahn’s radiochemistry department, and eventually she secured access to
lab space through the newly founded Kaiser
Wilhelm Society. It was not until 1913 that the
Society gave her a permanent, paid position.
Meitner and Hahn were very close in age
(there were 6 months between them), but due
to the discrimination Meitner experienced as
a woman her promotion and advancement
within academia was slower than Hahn’s.
Her complicated route into higher education
meant that she did not go to university until

1901, the same year that Hahn received his
PhD. This four-year gap between the two
widened to six when Meitner was made Head
of Radiophysics in 1918, after Hahn had been
promoted to Head of Radiochemistry in 1912.
But the difference in status awarded to the
two contemporary researchers is most obvious when it comes to the title and position of
‘professor’. Hahn had been a professor since
1910, while Meitner had to wait a further 16
years to achieve the same rank – in 1926 she
became Germany’s first ever female professor of physics.
Meitner was now leading her own department at the Kaiser Wilhelm Society, with a
dual appointment at the University of Berlin’s
physics institute. She supervised students,
corresponded with scientists around the
world, and published papers. But in 1933,
she was to face yet more discrimination. The
Nazis gained power and swiftly passed a law
that forced people of Jewish decent out of
public sector jobs. This meant that Meitner
was ousted from her Berlin professorship.
(The Kaiser Wilhelm Society, though publicly funded, counted as a non-government
research organisation, so the ban on Jews
did not apply there and she remained Head of
Radiophysics.)
What had started as a planned study stay
of a few months had turned into 31 years of
life and research in Berlin. Because Meitner
was an Austrian citizen, rather than a German
one, she was able to remain in her radiophysics post until Germany annexed Austria
in 1938. But after the annexation, Meitner
was immediately recast a German, and her

‹‹ Hornig was eventually a witness to the
‘Trinity’ test of the first so-called ‘atomic
bomb’ in Alamogordo, New Mexico. The
Trinity detonation used plutonium as its
fissile material, standing on the shoulders
of Hornig’s work, but after seeing the
devastation it was capable of, she signed
a letter along with 100 other scientists
requesting that the bomb be demonstrated
to the Japanese on an uninhabited island.
The next two nuclear detonations
occurred over the cities of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, killing over 100,000 people.
After the war had ended, Hornig went
back to graduate school, getting her PhD
and becoming a chemistry professor at
Brown University. She was a feminist
and a passionate advocate for women in

science, studying inequality in the sciences
alongside her first love of chemistry.

the Manhattan Project, studying isotope
separation of uranium compounds to be
purified into fissile fuel.
While comparing different isotopes,
she began to notice ‘magic numbers’ of
nucleons which led to more stable atomic
nuclei. In 1945, she went to Los Alamos to
work directly with Edward Teller on the
successor to the atomic bomb: the hydrogen bomb, which exploited the energy
from the atomic fusion of elements.
After the war, Goeppert Mayer continued to develop her shell model of the
atomic nucleus, which she likened to pairs
of waltzers at a dance: each nucleon was a
waltzer paired with another waltzer, and
more waltzing couples could be fitted into
the nucleus by having some go clockwise,

Maria Goeppert Mayer

Maria Goeppert Mayer was a German
physicist whose doctoral thesis was supervised by Max Born, the father of quantum
mechanics. Goeppert Mayer came to
America when her husband took employment as a professor at Johns Hopkins, but
nepotism laws at the time prevented the
wife of a professor from being employed
at the same institution. Initially she
worked unpaid, collaborating with others
and eventually studying the separation of
different atomic isotopes. The couple then
moved to Columbia University and there
Goeppert Mayer began her work with

situation became much more dangerous. Her
time in Berlin was abruptly cut short, but her
international network of researchers made it
possible for her to flee Berlin to Denmark and
finally to Sweden, where she hoped to resettle
and continue her work.
In Sweden, however, Meitner faced a new
wave of sexist barriers and was never able to
rebuild her career. She continued to be active
as a researcher but never managed to fully
re-establish herself.
And having suffered extensive sexist and
antisemitic persecution, even her legacy was
under threat. For decades, her contributions
were routinely ignored. Otto Hahn alone
received the 1944 chemistry Nobel prize for
the discovery of nuclear fission, even though
it was Meitner who had suggested the initial
experiments and explained their results in correspondence posted to Hahn from Sweden.
Meitner received 48 nominations for the
Nobel Prize but she never received it. Until
recently, the bench where she carried out her
experiments stood in a museum and only
Otto Hahn was credited in the interpretation
panel, while the building she worked in for two
decades bore Hahn’s name but not hers.
Modern efforts to highlight the achievements of women in science have led to the
rediscovery of Lise Meitner. In 1997, the
element meitnerium was named after her.
The former building of the Kaiser Wilhelm
Society was renamed to honour both her and
Hahn in 2010, and a statue of her was erected
at the Humboldt University in Berlin in 2014
– the first of a female scientist anywhere in
Germany. Over 45 years since her death, she
is again a pioneer. •

Image: Public Domain
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Above Lise Meitner and Otto Hahn in their labrotory at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute.

Juliane Borchert

University of Oxford

some anticlockwise, paralleling nuclear
spin. She finally achieved her first fulltime
paid position as a scientist in 1960 at
the University of California San Diego,
after receiving her PhD in 1930. When
she received the Nobel Prize in Physics
in 1963, for her shell model of the atomic
nucleus, the local newspaper headline read
‘S. D. mother wins Nobel Prize’. Goeppert
Mayer was the second female Nobel
Laureate in physics, after Marie Curie.
Each of these women had critical scientific and technical contributions to the
Manhattan project, but the politics of the
time and secrecy surrounding the wartime
effort shrouded the impact of their work.
The contributions of male scientists to
the Project are more widely touted, and

although Hornig, Goeppert Mayer, and
Meitner are long gone, the scientific
establishment today still struggles to
appropriately acknowledge the contributions of women.
Furthermore, that a Czech, a German,
and an Austrian were so central to ending
an international war, displaced from their
countries of origin, shows the value of
immigration and even of wartime refugees.
Despite difficulties accessing academia
and key resources, female scientists played
a major role in the Manhattan Project, the
building of the first atomic bomb, and the
end of World War II. •
Jessamyn Fairfield
National University of Ireland, Galway
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Birthing a Monster: the Case
of Mary Waterman, 1664
Kathryn Shaw takes a fresh look at monstrous births and the early modern mother.

I

Image: Courtesy of Chetham’s Library

n October 1664, in Fisherton near Salisbury, Mary Waterman, wife of John,
gave birth to three daughters including
conjoined twins – or, a ‘strange monster’
with ‘two Heads, foure Armes, and two
Legs.’ The twins died after two or three
days and their fused bodies were embalmed and taken to London for display
and exhibition. For a growing popular
press, rife with stories of marvels and
monsters, the case of Mary and the birth
of her children was irresistible.
A ballad, titled ‘Natures Wonder?’ was
published alongside the press story, detailing the ‘monster of misshapen Forme’.
This meant that the case could easily be
spread by word-of-mouth through communities, but the ballad was also intended
as a lesson so that listeners ‘may learn to
feare Gods Punishment.’ The monstrous
birth was explained as a punishment from
God, though the sins were never revealed
– which in turn worked to create a universal possibility of the birth of a monster for
all women if they were to fall pregnant.
Monstrous births were a well-established genre by the 17th century, with
descriptions and explanations being
offered for centuries from Aristotle,
Cicero, Pliny, and Augustine to Bauhin,
Liceti, Aldrovandi, and Paré. One of the
most popular and sustaining theories was
maternal imagination – that the thoughts
of a woman at the time of conception
could affect and deform the foetus.

Maternal blame

The 17th century has often been identified as a time of conflicting theories,
and monstrous births have been a useful
case study to frame the debates between
science, religion, and folklore. Maternal
imagination was a particularly attractive
theory at this time because it was simple
to understand for both lay people and
learned thinkers, and it offered an explanation without resorting to the divine; a
highly contentious issue in Reformation
10

Above The story of the ‘monster’ of Salisbury was illustrated and printed in a 1664 broadside.

England. By lessening the emphasis on
the will of God, however, blame was
transferred to the mother if her child was
born with a deformity.
The continued popularity of maternal
impression theory and its place in
midwifery books meant that expectant
mothers would have faced the pressure
of policing their very thoughts, lest they

harm their future child. It is true that
cases such as Mary Waterman and her
children were symbolic of a wider change
in beliefs and understandings of science,
religion, and human biology, but the experiences of the women who birthed such
children and the relationship between
mother and child – or indeed contemporarily, mother and ‘monster’ – were far

MONSTROUS BIRTHS

Image: Wellcome Collection / CC BY 4.0. Cropped. ‘A diagram of a Siamese twin with conjoined spine.’

more complicated and have been given
far less attention.

Financial relationship?

On the surface, one of the strongest
relationships between parents and their
deformed offspring could be financial. The
exhibition of the conjoined Waterman
twins did indeed offer a financial incentive; a paragraph at the end of a printed
version of the ballad explained that when
on display in London ‘there hath been
both Lords, Ladys and much Gentry to
see it; The Father (being a poore man) had
twenty pound given him the first day, by
persons of Quality.’ Yet it is ahistorical
to take this detail of the money given to
John Waterman as the parents’ definitive
relationship to their children. Instead, it
is entirely likely that there was love and
attachment for a child, monstrous or not,
and grief when they died.
Shortly before Mary Waterman birthed
her ‘monstrous’ twins, she gave birth to
a daughter, described as a ‘very comely
Child in all proportions.’ The ballad
claims that she cannot speak from sorrow,
and that this third child allows her to
move on. ‘Natures Wonder?’ describes this
daughter as a comfort and cheer for her
mother after the birth of the twins, and
a normal child seems to offer the parents
life after the monstrous birth.
This reading is complicated, however,
by the reality of Mary and John’s choice of
names for their children. As opposed to
what is implied in the ballad, the ‘comelier’ daughter was actually born first, and
baptised as Eefelet. The conjoined twins
came second, and were also baptised,
given the names of Martha and Mary. The
practice of passing on names from parent
to child had grown steeply in this period,
so for Mary Waterman to choose to give
her own name to one of her ‘monstrous’
daughters instead of the first-born ‘normal’ daughter is highly telling.
The account of Mary Waterman serves
as a reminder that monstrous births were
human children, and despite popular press
coverage which potentially exaggerates
accounts in order to create interesting stories, it would have still been possible for a
mother to be attached to the child she carried for nine months. In the early modern
period it was understood that a foetus was
given a soul, at the time of ‘quickening’ –
usually at four months – and from then

Above A 17th-century diagram of the dissection a ‘monstrosus foetus’ with two heads, four
arms, and two legs, in the appendix of Italian Physician Fortunio Liceti’s De Monstris (1665).

was regarded as being alive. To generalise
experiences denies this possibility, and
also risks simplifying the diverse and often
contradictory understandings mothers
may have had about their children.

A new narrative

The story of Mary, Mary and Martha
also contributes to a wider point: that the
surviving sources should not be used to
speak for all of society in the early modern
period. This is particularly pertinent in the
case of women, and their uniquely female
understandings of their own bodies, pregnancies, and children. Because there are so
many existing sources, it is very possible
to write the history of the development of
thought which rationalised and classified
monstrous births from the perspective
of male natural philosophers. However,
the invisible histories of the women at
the centre of those births should not be
assumed or overwritten by the histories
implied by those scientific texts on abnormal childbirth which have survived from
the 17th century.
For women, the potential of monstrous
births was a real fear, and for those who did

give birth to a deformed child, their ability
to process what had happened and provide
potential explanations were based on the
information available to them. Ballads and
broadside articles were published as a form
of entertainment, but for the women who
could be affected these conveyed monstrous
births as both a direct punishment for
transgressions and a seemingly random and
unavoidable act of God or nature.
It is important to study such cases from
all these angles in order to gain a richer
perspective on how different parts of
society understood, processed, and applied
the changing scientific and medical
theories of the time. Whilst a narrative of
the progression of ideas from doctors and
philosophers is useful, our understanding
is impoverished without consideration of
those who were most intimately involved. •
Kathryn Shaw
University College London

Kathryn recieved a BSHS bursary to
support her during her Msc in History and
Philosophy of Science at UCL. You can follow
her on Twitter @airborneobject.
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Towards a Longer History of
British Women in Engineering
Elizabeth Bruton and Graeme Gooday discuss women in engineering before, during, and after
the foundation of the Women’s Engineering Society in 1919.

I

n 2019, the UK’s Women’s Engineering
Society (WES) will celebrate the centenary of its foundation with events and
activities, including an HLF-funded Centenary Trail that commemorates WES’s
interwar origins. But women’s involvement in engineering in Britain pre-dated
the foundation of WES in June 1919 by the
aristocratic Lady Katharine Parsons and
the upwardly mobile Caroline Haslett.
Instead, then, we draw attention to the
somewhat longer but less visible history of
women working in British engineering.
Patricia Fara’s recent book A Lab of
One’s Own: Science and Suffrage in the First
World War (2018) very effectively looked
at how pre-World War I campaigns for
women’s votes also generated opportunities for women in science and technology
during the First World War. Fara gives
three brief examples of women in wartime engineering: Rachel Parsons, Hilda
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Hudson, and Victoria Drummond. These
women’s participation undeniably helped
to meet the wartime manpower shortages
that temporarily overrode traditional
gendered assumptions about who could
serve as an engineer. Yet our story begins
a whole generation before the advent of
the so-called Great War.

Pre-war Female engineers

Family and kinship were important factors enabling women’s contribution to engineering in the late Victorian period, and
most obviously in the exciting new terrain
of electrical power and lighting. The
female spouse in a number of electrical
engineering couples worked in supporting
the electrification of the home from the
1880s, either directly in collaboration with
their male engineer partner or in some
cases semi-independently. Among these
electrical engineering couples, women’s

work was rarely given much public credit.
Important exceptions arose, however,
when these partnerships wrote published
books together.
For example, Alice Gordon was credited
as the main author of Decorative Electricity
(1891) in the guise of ‘Mrs J. E. H. Gordon’,
with her husband James Edward Henry
Gordon contributing a chapter on fire
risks, and credited as Director of and Consulting Engineer to the Metropolitan Electric Supply Company. In this book, Alice
Gordon not only established her reputation for aesthetics and domestic economy
in electrical lighting, but the concluding
chapter ‘Some Personal Experiences’ gives
a rare glimpse of how an ‘engineering wife’
could be integrally involved in the expert
management of machines, employees, and
innovative practices.
Similarly, Maud Lancaster co-authored
Electric cooking, heating, cleaning, etc: being

Images (clockwise): Public Domain; Public Domain; IET Archives NAEST 93/8/15 image 1 Miss Caroline Haslett, CBE, Comp.IEE, taken by Elliott & Fry for Electrical Association of Women (EAW), c.1932-1939. Courtesy of IET Archives.
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a manual of electricity in the service of the
home (1914). While the British edition gave
authorial credit to ‘“Housewife” (Maud
Lancaster)’, the contemporary US edition was credited more directly to Maud
Lancaster. Each version was ‘edited’ by
Lancaster’s husband, electrical engineer
Edward W Lancaster. Both Decorative Electricity and Electric cooking, heating, cleaning,
etc are rare examples of publicly-credited
women’s creativity in engineering, even
within the bounds of marriage. However,
the gender dynamics changed over the
next few decades.

Changing dynamics

Some women who gained early access to
the field of electrical engineering through
spousal connection were subsequently involved in the Women’s Engineering Society. In 1899, Hertha Ayrton (born Phoebe
Marks) became Britain’s first female member of the Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEE) in recognition of her original
research in improving the performance of
the electric arc light. While not directly
involved in WES’s launch two decades later, she was one of its early members, and
correlatively Ayrton was a keen supporter
of increased opportunities for women in
science and technology, helping to launch
the International Federation of University
Women in 1919, and the National Union
of Scientific Workers in 1920.
More directly involved in WES’s foundation were the women closely connected
to Charles Parson’s shipbuilding and steam
turbine works on Tyneside. His spouse
was Lady Katharine Parsons, who was

“

We can
challenge the
myth that
Britain has
no long-term
tradition of
women in
engineering.

Above-left Rachel Mary Parsons (1885-1956). Above-right Caroline Haslett (1895-1957).
Opposite Page Hertha Ayrton lecturing to the Institution of Electrical Engineers, as pictured in
The Graphic, 1 April 1899, p. 392.

heavily involved in engineering work and,
accordingly, an Honorary Fellow of the
North East Coast Institution of Engineers
and Shipbuilders. Their daughter Rachel, a
mechanical engineer in her own right, was
the first President of WES in 1919-21, with
Lady Parsons succeeding her in 1922-25.
Another woman closely involved in the
founding of WES and from a working
class background was Caroline Haslett.
Having joined the Cochran Boiler Company in a clerical role before the outbreak
of hostilities in 1914, she received an
engineering training there during the First
World War. In a succession of increasingly responsible engineering roles, Haslett
became WES’s first secretary in 1919 and
later its President in 1941, her service thus
spanning both World Wars.
For her important work in supporting
the industry, and women’s participation
in it, Haslett was awarded a CBE in 1931,
and became a Dame Commander in 1947.
Haslett’s career epitomises the way that
the opportunities created by the First
World War broadened the opportunities
for women in engineering beyond that
of familial and spousal relationships, and
indeed beyond that of the middle and
upper classes.

Women’s participation

WES was founded in 1919, after male
engineers returned to their pre-war work
and largely to protect women’s continued
participation in engineering. Now less
privileged working-class women were
entering the profession through changing
education and employment roles nurtured in wartime.

With these too-little-heard stories of
women engineers from a century ago, we
can challenge the myth that Britain has no
substantive long-term tradition of women
in engineering. The UK currently has the
lowest participation levels of women in
engineering in Europe – with less than
10% of the UK’s professional membership being women. The WES centenary,
then, is an opportunity to change the
atmosphere in which 21st-century female
engineers still report that that they do not
feel they have a well-established position
in the profession. One major factor in
the ‘leaky pipeline’ of so many women
leaving the engineering profession after
qualification may thus be addressed with a
better historical understanding of the way
that women have in fact been long-term
participants in British engineering. •
Elizabeth Bruton, Science Museum &
Graeme Gooday, University of Leeds

Further Reading
Bruton, Elizabeth, [article on Hertha
Ayrton], Science Museum Group Journal
issue 10 (forthcoming Autumn 2018) via
journal.sciencemuseum.ac.uk.
Gooday, Graeme, Domesticating Electricity: Technology, Uncertainty, and Gender,
1880-1914 (2008).
———, ‘The Authoritative Hertha Ayrton’,
Viewpoint 109 (2016), pp. 9-10.
Rosalind Messenger, The Doors of Opportunity, A Biography of Dame Caroline
Haslett (1967).
See also the WES’s own resources at
www.wes.org.uk/content/history.
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UNDER THE MICROSCOPE

Blackwell’s Illustrated Herbal
Catherine Booth, former Science Curator at the National Library of Scotland, examines a fine
example of 18th-century Scots artistry from a London garden.
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Image: Reproduced by permission of the National Library of Scotland. From Elizabeth Blackwell, A curious herbal, containing five
hundred cuts, of the most useful plants, which are now used in the practice of Physik (London: printed for John Nourse, 1739).

T

his annotated illustration is one of
500 in an 18th-century guide to common plants and their uses in medicine, designed for physicians and apothecaries. First produced in weekly parts, the
publication was well-received and praised,
and it proved a financial success.
Advice for the text was provided by
a prison inmate. Yet the author was no
eminent apothecary or botanist. She was
a Scottish lady and skilled artist: Elizabeth Blackwell (née Blachrie), baptised in
Aberdeen in 1707, the sixth daughter of
a stocking merchant. Elizabeth married
Alexander Blackwell c. 1728, and the couple
moved from Aberdeen to London where he
set up a printing business. This failed, and
debts led to Alexander’s incarceration.
Being forced to earn a living to support
the family, Elizabeth started her ambitious
project. Encouraged by naturalists and
physicians such as Sir Hans Sloane and
Dr Richard Mead, she visited the Chelsea
Physic Garden, and sketched specimens she
found there. She included species imported from the Americas such as the tobacco
plant, believed at the time to have medicinal properties. Though he was not formally
qualified, her husband had studied medicine, so could help with the annotations.
Elizabeth’s Herbal was a success, and
relieved Alexander both from prison and
his debts. But, sadly, there is no happy end
to this story. Alexander seems constantly
to have been seeking fresh challenges, and
never remained long with one employer.
Working in Sweden, ostensibly in agriculture and animal husbandry, he became
involved in political intrigue and – accused
of treason – was executed in 1747.
Elizabeth lived on until 1758, and managed to keep the family financially secure.
It is remarkable that she alone was responsible for all aspects of the illustrations:
the original drawings, the engravings on
copper plates, and the final hand-colouring
in some editions, all with proven botanical
accuracy. Her publication became a useful
reference work, was translated into Latin
and German, and reached a wide audience
including physicians in Europe. •

INTERVIEW

Viewpoint Interviews...
Tim Boon is Head of Research and Public History for the Science Museum Group. He is also
the new President of the British Society for the History of Science.
group Icebreaker performing Brian Eno’s
music for ‘Apollo’ to mark the moon landing’s
40th anniversary in 2009. Or there was the
moment in 2012 when I opened the email
from the AHRC and phoned my then boss to
give her the good news. ‘Congratulations on
getting a doctorate funded’, she said. ‘No’, I
replied, ‘it’s 24 studentships!’ The collaborative doctoral partnership has been transformative for the museum, as I hope it has
been for our students and university partners. By the end of this second award, it will
have funded 48 students, which must be the
biggest doctoral scheme in HPS anywhere.

Who or what first turned you
towards the history of science?
I went to Leeds to study history, where I
was required to take a subsidiary first year
subject. Fortunately for my entire life since,
the German department wouldn’t take
someone without an A-Level. So, I went to
the HPS stand, where I met for the first time
Jerry Ravetz and Jon Hodge. It was a ‘Road
to Damascus’ experience for me; I became
a historian of science that day. I was one
of those humanities people with technical
interests: I had a photographic darkroom
and later soldered-up my own synthesizer.
History of science seemed the perfect subject for someone neither entirely of an ‘arts’
or a ‘science’ inclination. I was also aware,
even then, that this was a great example of
university education: HPS lets the student
develop an informed view on science, the
most powerful cultural form of the age.

What has been your best career
moment?
I have been blessed by many highs
across my career. I could mention working
on the team that made the ‘Making the
Modern World’ gallery, opened in 2000, or
the premiere of the contemporary music

“

It was a
‘Road to
Damascus’
experience
for me...

Which historical person would you
most like to meet?
Is this an invitation to time travel? If so,
I’m up for it – one of my favourite kinds of
Sci-Fi. In histories of the documentary film
movement, there are stories about a person
who is presumed to have been an MI5 agent
in the midst of Paul Rotha, Johnny Grierson,
and the rest. In my counterfactual Sci-Fi
reading, that’s me, travelling back in time to
do a bit of research.

If you did not work in HSTM, what
other career might you choose?
I always say I’m an architect manqué. But
the fact is that being a museum curator
allows you to play at all kinds of careers as
you collect, research, display, and present
the material and visual culture that emanate
from many trades and professions, including
(in my case) radiologist, music promoter,
and, yes, architect.

What are your favourite history of
science books?
Reading for the Pickstone Prize, I’ve had
the opportunity to read some amazing books
from the discipline. What good health we
are in! The winner, Michael Wintroub’s The
Voyage of Thought (2017), is truly remarkable; I like a book that enables the reader to
see how radically different the past is from
our present. But many of the books that
have been most valuable in developing how
I think are not history of science books at all,
as seems quite right for an interdisciplinary
subject like HPS. Michel de Certeau’s The

Practice of Everyday Life (1984) is one of
those. It suggests a way of thinking about
how people consume culture that is both
wryly subversive and persuasive.

What would you do to strengthen
the history of science as a discipline?
We’re a small, dispersed, interdisciplinary, community, and I don’t feel our voice
is heard loudly enough in the public debate
about science, or in the Academy. We need
to get together more and develop our (inter)
disciplinary voice. That’s something that the
British Society can do more to develop. I’m
a big fan of our annual conferences, and we
might do more at those, perhaps.

How do you see the future shape of
the history of science?
The main funders of humanities research
really believe in interdisciplinary work. As
a discipline that can’t help itself from being
inter- and multi-disciplinary, HPS / STS has
a key role to play in the future research landscape, collaborating across the humanities,
sciences, and social sciences.

What are your ambitions for your
period as BSHS President?
There is work to be done on the visibility
of history in the public culture of science. As
a museum person, I hope I am well placed to
emphasise that whilst I am President. At the
same time, I hope we can do some work on
our disciplinary cohesion so that we are best
placed to achieve that potential.

•
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